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Pokes Lead Statistics

The league-leading Wyoming
Cowboys continue to hold the edge
over the Brigham Young Cougars
in Western Athletic Conference
statistics, following Saturday's
games.
Although the Cowboys, ranked
tenth in the nation last week, wer!!
humbled 12-10 by an inspired and
rugged Colorado State team, they
still lead WAC teams in rushing
and in all defensive categories.
Brigham Young holds the spot-

light in total offense with an
average of 336 yards a game, and
the Arizona Wildcats fattened
their passing awrage to 244 yards
a game by compiling 266 aerial
yards while losing to the Cougars

Redskins also are second in rush.
ing defense.
Passing for 266 yards against
Brigham Young Saturday, Arizona's Mark Reed tightened his
grip on the Western Athletic Conference lead in total offense and
16-14.
'
passing.
Utah Moves Up
Reed now has completed 104
In a 27-0 triumph over New
passes
for 1,283 yards, but has
Mexico, Utah moved from sixth to
a
net
rushing
loss of 60 yards,
third in passing defen15e and from
giving
him
1,223
yards in total
third to second in rushing. The
offense.
Carter Challenges Heed
In the same game, which Brigham Young won 16-14, Virgil
Carter, last year's total offense
champion ran and passed for 52
and 179 yards, respectively, to
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
become Reed's principal challenger, with 1,038 yards. Both players have four remaining games.
Jim Greth, Al'izona halfback,
boosted his total pass receptions
to 45, only one short of the WAC
season record of 46, set by Brigham Young's Phil Odie last year.
Odie is now second in receiving,
with 24 catches.
Ogden Leads Rushing
John Odgen, Brigham Young
fullback, still has a strong lead
By BILL DIXON
Lam covered the field consistantly in rushing, with 507 yards, and
and
made defensive plays which Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster conLast Sunday afternoon at Las
Cruces the UNM soccer team de- time and time again broke up tinues to lead scorers with 46
feated an extremely strong New strong State attacks on the UNM points.
·
Mexico State team 4-2 to increase goal.
Paul
Toscano,
Wyoming
defenFour goals were scored by the sive back, grabbed the lead
UNM's winning streak to 5-0.
in
New Mexico ·state proved to be Lobos in the first half of play as pass interceptions, having reUNM's toughest opponent so far UNM dominated the first period turned 4 for 153 yards.
this year with both teams ex- and led the Aggies by 4-0 at half
Kent Oborn moved into first
hibiting outstanding play. UNM's time. State came back to dominate place
punt returns, with 176
goalie Alfredo Gomez and full- the second half and scored its only yards, inand
Ken Wagner, New
back Leslie Lam were the two out- two goals against the strong Mexico, stil lleads
in kickoff reUNM
defens~.
standing Lobo players.
turns,
with
188 yards.
Scoring for UNM were Ali SalGoal saves by Gomez, including
one of the two penalty kicks as- navarizi with two goals and GherSigma Xi To Meet
sessed against UNM, demonstrat- mazion Abraha also with two
goals.
Dr. Robert Stone, UNM School
ed that Gomez is one of the top
The Lobo soccer team has nine of Medicine, will speak on soterigoalies in U.S. co)lege soccer.
ology of the sotweed at the fall
games left; four road games.
Nov. 5, UNM vs. New Mexic11 dinner meeting of the local chapter of Sigma Xi, professional sciTech (home) 10:00 a.m.
ence society, to be held Nov. 8 at
Nov. 6, UNM vs. New Mexico the Downtowner. Reservations
State (home) 2 p.m.
may be made through J. Paul
Nov. 12, UNM vs. College ot Fitzsimmons in the UNM geology
Business and economic data are Santa Fe (away) 1 p.m.
department or Guido H. Daub of
now banked at the UNM Bureau
Nov. 13, UNM vs. St. Johns the UNM chemistry department.
of Business Research.
(home) 2 p.m.
Nov. 18, UNM vs. Denver
The Data Bank, a free service
which is jointly supported by (away).
UNM and the executive and legisNov. 19, UNM vs. Colorado
lalative branches of the New Mex- State U. (away).
ico state government, will identify,
Nov. 20, UNM vs. Colorado ColSIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
assemble and forward materials lege (away).
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, Now llloxico
upon request. It will also be open
Phone 242-0096
Dec. 2, UNM vs. U. of Albuto people who wish to gather
querque
(home)
1
p.m.
Your
Texaco
Star Dealer
their own material.
12,
UNM
vs.
U.
of
AriFeb.
Fields of information that will
be stored in the bank include zona-exhibition (home) 1 p.m.
population, employment and income by area, agriculture, mining,
FREE RIDES TO THE HOMECOMING GAME
manufacturing,
construction,
transportation, communications,
The College Inn will provide free shuttle bus service for all
utilities, retail and wholesale
UNM students to and from the game this Saturday. Buses
trade,
banking,
government,
water and maps.
will leave The College Inn, 303 Ash N.E., at 12 noon and
The Bureau of Business Re12:30, and will stop at Hokona and Coronado halls before
search is located at 1821 Roma
going to University Stadium. Buses will be waiting after
NE. The telephone number is 277·
the game to take you back, with stops at The College Inn
2216.
and Hokona and Coronado halls. Why fight traffic? Come
to the game with The College Inn.

t!

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
6509 LOMAS BLVD.

I

NE - 255-7784
Thi5 Sunday:
Four Entrees from
which to choose

SPORTS PAGE

UNM Student Special
All Y~u Can Eat$1.00
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:~ P.M.

Lobo Soccer Club
Takes Fifth Win

Economic Data filed
)n UResearch Bank

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

S.e.

$/ep~otre
261J..IJ18o

Occasion

~~tgllHf
•

T-Bird Is Due Nov. 10

loves good
conversation.

..

All he needs
•
1s an opener.

KING OF BEERS • ANH£USER-BUSCII, JriC.

(formerly ABC Parkview)

I 031 San Mateo SE
256-9190
Featuring Gitane-Legnano-Stelber & Rutlege
i;{ Professional & Touring Models
'{:{ Tires & Tubes
"k 3-5 - 10-15 Speed Bikes
"/)( We Ship Anyplace in the USA
'{:{ Service on all American & Imported Bikes
-/:( Dealer Inquiries Welcomed

•

AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTEL

By CHUCIC J,ANIEU
UNM President Tom Popejoy
and three faculty members are to
present draft resolutions at the
Nov. 15 faculty meeting, University secretary John Durl'ie
told the LOBO yesterday. It was
announced that the meeting will
be closed to students.
President Popejoy is to present
those resolutions contained in his
May 15 letter to Selective Service
Director Lewis B. Hershey. Professors Paul Schmidt of the phi-

losophy department, Carl Selinger
of the law school, and Robert M.
Duncan will also present resolutions.
Students Barred by Vote
The rule barring students from
faculty meetings, Durrie told the
LOBO, was passed by the faculty long ago. But professor
Henry Weihofcn, chairman of the
Faculty Policy Committee, told
the LOBO that be knew of no
such policy.
Barring students from meet-

Receives $1000

4,

WaiTE dinn_e_ci'_J.;:,a-;ck,.-c7t -;b,-y----:c":-:-A-,.fter--S-,il<-,-"
excelleht condition, hardly worn, verY
reasonable, size 44. Clarkson, 865·7123,
Los LtmM.
11/3, 4, 7, 9.
STUDENT must sell 19&4 Ford Custom.
First $700 cash takes It, Call 242•3146.
11/3, 4, 7, 9.
LOST&FOUND
MINK .stole lost in New Mexle<> Union
Snack Dar October 27. Reward tor return. CaU 255·5483, 10/31, 11/2, 3,4.

acu ty to

Humor Journal

OLYMPIC CYCLE

FOR SALE
1964 YAMAUA, 90 c.c. Like new. $196,
With helmet. Contact John Lewis at the
Law School or nt 206% Madison NE.
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Me..rltt WUley

EXICOLOBO

-Join the Cycling Road Runners-

AMERICAN VOUrH HOSTEL

Question: if you tapped this box
lightly for several minutes, what
would you have7

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

6/orm11/ COl.fi.J;,,

Just Moved To Our New Location

0588.

EW

()pl., 9JiJay e11tltirzgs

GEORGE GAMBLE GEN. MGR.

CLASSiFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.09. Insertions
mu..~ he. submitted by. noon on day before
pubhcatton to Room 159, Student Publications Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair.. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E TYI!cwriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243-

a,

LttriW Jlue.,

Formals for
Every

ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGElES • TAMPA • llilUSTON

WANT ADS

10/26, 1112,

33o6

HOMECOMING DECOUATIONS were well underway yesterday at UNM's Greek houses. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity really got off the ground illustration their story book
tale of Jack and the Beanstalk with their twenty-odd foot beanstalk. The Delta Delta Deltas had' covered their front lawn with the beginning of their magic carpet from the
tale of Aladdin and his magic lamp. Mary Strong, left, prepares to catch a string of electric light bulbs the Tri Delts are using to light up their entry. (LOBO photos by Pawley.) .~,

Student Senate approved a bill
Wednesday night allocating $1000
for the printing costs of humor
magazine for UNM.
Some argument against the publication resulted from the inci·
dents at Colorado University and
Texas Western in which editors
of like magazines ·were involved
with diciplinary action for publishing questionable material.
Given Trial
Senate decided that the magazine should be given a trial to let
the students decide if they want
to support such a venture.
Editor Bob Burton was elated
at the action. "They couldn't have
done any better or any sooner,"
he said. He said he and his staff
would start as soon as possible to
get advertising support for the
magazine.
Burton said that his proposed
magazine would iill, what he called
the "publications gap" that exists.
"We would try to fill in between
the LOBO and the THUNDERBIRD," Burton 11aid.
Contest Started
"We sure need a name so we're
starting a contest for students to
name the new magazine," he said.
"I think what we need is a oneword name that will reflect the

spirit . and the atmosphere of
UNM," he said. Contest entries
should be submitted to Bob Burton, Box 307 Alvarado Hall. Burton said entries should be dated.
"Our first job will be to go
out and get support from local advertisers," Burton said. "This will
be our biggest jcb.'' The money allocated by Senate is to go for
printing costs only. Any salaries
or profit will have to come from
either advertising or money collected from selling the magazine.
Campaign Begins
"The naming contest will begin
our promotional campaign," Burton said. He said that if the magazine gets student support he hopes
to publish four times a year. The
magazine will probably be . the
standard eight and a half by
eleven inches and should contain
16 pages of student-contributed
material, Burton said.

Coronation Free
'fhe coronation of tl1e Home..
coming Queen tonight at 8 p.m. in
Johnson Gym is frM and open to
the public. Following the cere•
mony in the Gym, there will be a
dance in the Union featuring the
Beau Brumells for $1.50 per person.

Answer: an ear drum.

No. 27

ear
ings "has been the general procedure," President Popejoy said,
but he stated that he would "look
into the matter" and see if something could be done, especially before the Nov. 15 meeting, when
draft resolutions are to be presented.
Suggested Two Alternatives
In his letter to Hershey, Popejoy suggested two alternatives to
the present selective service
policy. Either use a lottery system, recomended Popejoy, or delegate to the colleges and universities the power to certify certain
students as making normal progress based upon the individual
student's performance and within
the published rules and regulations of the Selective Service
System.
Prof. Schmidt's resolutions
call for a refusal by the University to provide records or grades
for selective service use and for
the University not to "coerce,
pressure, or endorse the student in
any manner with respect to selective service procedures."
Would Eliminate Deferments
An elimination of draft deferments for students and an urging
of the adoption of a common lottery procedure is called for by
Prof. Selinger's resolution. Both
Schmidt's and Selinger's resolutions are adopted by the UNM
chapter of the American Associa·
tion of University Professors.
The fourth resolution to be
presented to the faculty is one by
Prof. Duncan, which calls for a
continuation of a deferment system but reeomends that no draftees be sent to fight in peace ac·
tiona such as the one in VietNam.
Called "More Moderate''
When contacted by the LOBO,
professor Duncan said that his
i·esolution was more moderate
than the others (Selinger's and
Schmidt's). He added that he objected to the others because an
elimination of the deferments
would not be in the best interest
of the student and because lack
of cooperation with selective service could also hurt the student by
causing him to lose his student
deferment.
President Popejoy said that his

eas

ra
resolutions come as a result of
wanting "to be sure that our
side (the University) was represented." He added that he had
no idea how his resolution would
be greeted by the faculty.
Likes Deferment Idea
Pr~f. Duncan commented that
he thought it was good for students to be deferred, good for
them and good for the Army. He
stated that if everyone served in
the military after finishing his
education, the deferment system
would be the fairest one since
the burden of the military would
not fall upon those not attending
college.
Selinger has stated that his
resolution and Schmidt's "are not
really alternative resolutions."
He added that "they are really
two approaches to the problem
of selective service and high~r
education."

The purpose of his resolution,
Professor Schmidt stated, was fo
"go on record as being in objection to the present system."
Schmidt pointed out that this resolution should no be consrued as
an anti-war measure.''
Will Let Faculty Decide
In an Oct. 20 interview, Schmidt
stated that as to the future of
both resolutions passed by the
UNM chapter of AAUP, "I ought
to leave that up to the general
faculty.''
It was the general consensus
among those presenting the resolutions in the Nov. 15 meeting
that there was really no way of
telling what would happen. Durrie told the LOBO that information on what does result would be
made available to any one desif'ing it.

Last Chance

LOBO
football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART mEATER
Colorado St.
New Mexico
Utah
Arizona St.
Wyoming
Wichita
BYU
Texas Western--Arizona
Oregon St.
Total points UNM vs. Colorado St.
Contest rules
J, Contest is open to UNM atudents only,
2. Only ONE entry will be aecepted from each contestant and EverY garne
mu..t be picked.
3. Coniestants rnliat pick total point.! an UNM game and in case of a tie
the cont.!stant coming clollest will be declared the winner.
c. Entrieo must be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday,
5, lro member of Student Publications io eligible for Prizes.
6. Winner will reeeive four tickets for the tootbali season to Don Pancho's
Theater.
7. Entries wiU be judged by the Lobo sports etatr.
s ln cMe of ties the pri..., wiU be divided amonll' the winnoro.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE ---------------------~---

'
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'Boulding Describes "Love Logi_~"
has been utilized only infrequentBy CHUCK REYNOLDS
Kenneth A. Boulding, professor ly, but worked very well because
of economics at the University it is positive, Boulding said. Its
of Michigan, spoke Wednesday principle is "I'll do something for
night to a group in the Union you because you may need it, even
though it may cause me some intheater on the "Logic of Love.''
Boulding said that he has ob- convenience."
:Boulding said that in the econserved several absurd aspects of
our world's social, political, and omic realm, integrative investeconomic dynamics. One of the ments are negligible; this fact is
facts he cited was that "an an- unfortunate because they would
nual expenditure of $150 billion have a very positive effect on the
(equal to the annual income of world'~> economy, he said. He gave
the poorest half of the human as, examples the "ridiculously
f111'8Ce) is made fo1· purposes related . small" contributions to such organizations as the United Nations
to war."
Educational, Scientific, and CulThree General Systems
There are three general social tural Organization, (UNESCO);
systems, Boulding said, which World Health Organizations.
Nobody Has Tried
have emerged in the history of
"Nobody has' tried to bring tothe world. The first is the threat
system, based on fear, power, and gethel' the concept of the dynamics
force. This system has worked, he of the integrative system," Bouldsaid, although it has its limita- ing said, "but I feel that it can
tions and it is a negative one. Its be done.'' The system is at work
principle is "You do something today to some extent, and: our job
is',to;expand on it, he added.
for me or I'll . . . "
':1:
The second system is ~e~ ex,~.~ :' Boulding also cite.d c.t!i·tain inchange system, based on plofi~~ stitutiPJls. wh.ich give '·*gligible
gain, and commerce. This sy$te:rp.._ contributions to the iritegrative
has worked and it is consi<Ib·ed · system• ··•science and ideology are
adequate and neutral. Its prinuv II.... ree
ciple is "You do'· something for
me and I'll do som~thing for you.''
Third l's Integrj\tive;
.
The third system is the integrative system, based on' love,
sacrifice, and giving. The system c.

"L

• 1ar1y commumsm,
.
"
an d pat•ticu
he said, "Communism as an integrative system is negligible; even
the Christians do better than
that," he added.
Problem Presented
The creation o:f a society in

which all citizens of the world belong is a seriot~s integrative problem, Boulding said. "When the
probability of nuclear Will' ill
fluctuating around one per cent
each year, we could have a mesy

situation after abobt · a~·ht~ndred
years," he said. "If we are to preserve our country, we QlUSt develop a self-conscious~ess ,, about
the integrative system, and·· a selfconsciousness about tb.e. 1dy:namics
of love," he concluded.

Dennison to Seek
An Active Senate
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By TOM GARCIA
Dan Dennison, Associated Students President, proposed some
twenty-five new programs and
evaluated student senate's work
thus far this year, in a Senate
meeting Wednesday night.
Associated Students Vice-President Jim 'McAdams added that
there has been a general Joss of
'·enthusiasm among the Senators.
He said that to date only about
one third of Senate's proposals
have been acted upon. He said
that when the Senators ran for
office they realized there was a
certain amount of responsibility
involved in the office. But, said
McAdams, only a few senators
have shown any real enthusiasm
and the burden has fallen on these
few.
Draft Discussion
There was some discussion
over the development of an Ad
Hoc Committee on the draft.
Steven Van Dresser spoke up
against the bill. He said that
there were too many other things
Senate is concerned with, without involving itself in issues like
the draft. He said, "This is a ·
-poor issue to start with; it has
been pushed around too much already.''
Jim McAdams, however, supported the bill, saying that we
need to take a stand on these issues. We need to become involved.
"Our society is such a one that
we have to take action. Past
events have revealed it."
Draft Bill Passed
Senator Pat Davidson said that
· was the most important piece
·
that has come beShe said, "This body
responsive, it could get
done, and it Is lip to this
to act.'' The bill was :passed
MeGeorge Was ll~ed
IIDI'mam of the committee. • ·
qouncil has over $300.IJIY'from•.
year and does not n~tbe
.......
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Johnson to Be Hospitalized
F:ot:"Double Operation

By Unite~ Press International
WASHINGTON President
Johnson plan!! to go to the hos.
pital' ":'ithin' 15 days for a double
operatwn. Doctors will remove a
tissu.e growth from his throat and
· r~pair an abdominal hernia where
his gall bladder was removed last
yea~. '!he President's doctors say
he •s >~n exc!!llelit health -and the
surgery .Is not consider~ ' an
emergency. .
.
· ·

. '

. -o--:.

VietCong Hits U.S.Infantry
. SAIGON - Communist Guerrillas opened up with mortar fire
on a base camp of the U.S. 196th
Light Infantry Brigade northwest
of Saigon today. The u.s. mili• • -tary . command said about 130
rounds "Of mortar fire . hit the

base camp, Other Viet Cong attacked a Vietnamese outpost in
the same general area. Losses
were described as "light" in both
cases,

Patronize LOBO Advertisers
Fashionable
Coordinates

on the job, A spokesman for the
American Federation of State
Co~nty and Municipal Employe~
Umon says the workers are not
on strike but are merely staying
home "to rest", until Monday.
·

-oGuatemala Declares
State of Seize
-Q. GUATEMALA CITY-The govSoviet-u.s; Air SsvJce Accord
Signed ·
filrnment. of Guatemala has , sus- '
pended aU constitutional rights
WASHII>fGTON . .- A Sovietand P«?lltical.activitie& for 30 days. American agreement w~s signed
:rh!' gpyjj;mm~nt s.ai«J !t wa~ act- . today in. :Washington for commer~
mg to -:ur~a!l te~?flst at.U~,cks ' cial ail' ~ervi~ between the two
and subversive aetavJeies.
'tUition~. ,The agreemen~ was. anRhod 1· 1 -o-· ·
. .
nounced by the State Department
w:rke:~!::~~~~r•
_after five' years ?f cold war dePROVIDENCE _ A superior laJs. The 11ervice, conducted by
~ourt judg~ !'as issued a temporPan American World Airways and
ary restrammg order to get 500 the Soviet's Aerof!ot, won't begiri
Rhode Island state workers back until nex~ spring at the earliest.

for the College Girl • •
e~nd

Pants

...

.

2904 Central S.E.
free Parking Rear Entrance
I'

..

text •oo

YOUR
FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE

William Martin, manager of
the Concert Hall, reminds the
'student body once again that
there are many appearances in
the Concert Hall which students
may see at substantially reduced
prices.
"It seems to me that there
must be many people who simply
don't know that; first of all, there
at·e many events in the hall which
they can attend free of charge
with their activity card, and, in
adition, many events which can
be seen for great reductions from
the standard admission," said Mr.
1\<fartin.
Admission to the Broadway
musical "Luv," scheduled Nov.
22, is free with the card.
Students may also attend the
UNM Symphony's performance
this Friday at no charge with
activity cards.

•

SQUint.
Get a Tensor'" high-intensity lamp.

IS ALWAYS THE
BEST PLACE TO BUY FOR
SERVICE AND DEPENDABILITY.

Want a clean, white, bright li&ht 1 ""-nt to :JCe words etched
on the p~ge sharp a!'d clear P_l!ant to come away from those
heavy IS51f0ments w!thout squmtrng and eyestrain? Want a lamp
that ~ts.•n cl~ ~nhout gett!ng in your way~ Want to burn
the m1dmgbt ~11 Without burnmg up your roommate~ Want a
concentrated hght that lets you concentrate?
Then what you n~ is a Tensor high-intensity lamp. What
do you mean you c:an t afford our $12.95 or $14 95 or $17 SO
or$19.95 pri~es ~D~dn't you know youc:an get a Ten.sor for $9.9S p
So stop squmtang. G~ a Tensor high-intensity lamp. And
. : who knows, your grades m1ght even get a little better this term,

Associated Students BoOkstore
University Book Store

~ou'll get

'lianaor:

more out of skiing
with

It hel111 rou eee better••

SKIING
The new season is just around the
corner, and there's no better way to
get set for it than with SKIING.
The new November issue gives you
the. low-down on what the experts
really think about some of the lead·
ing brands of skis ... provides invaluable technique tips on the proper
us~ of poles ... previews the latest
sk1wear styles ... shows why our girl
competitors are getting better and
lletler ••. covers the skiing scene from
Val d' lsere' France to Heavenly Valley, California in full color ... and lots
more.
All in the November issue of .

-SKIING

JUST &~. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL

~lf·fRIC£ STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION

"· 11Alf-AVAilABLE THROUGH.
COllEGE BOOKSTORES.
"•

-

J,

SKI TESTS: lflll't •K11elssl· f!osslgnql
SkrWith Us: Franca: California· Vermont
$loin Eriksen comeo to rnslrucilor> Corner

196

w•

L•

10,
W11
()7
ft

L,

ST(

Mutra~

tbe l'
y,teat

new boo~

\s 14\la~s

When it co111.es
to politics,-s big business
a ·Mug-wump?
..

.
'
\la~~e"'" ,
baby\

'

Some sharp tongues define "mugwump'; aiia Unemployment~. :r~e Negro's Long Struggle
political animal with his "mug" on one sid~ •• , America's Balance of Payments. Booklets
of the fence, hi:> ''wump" on the other. Clearer are handed out that answer questions like~
headHiaim it a stamp of independence. the "How can I get started in politics? How can I
d,etinltfon and cotpQrate st;mce Western Ble~- use my talents to serve my party?''
... ,.. . · trfc. ta~ is ~jly nonpa~il;an_ ·
.• ', .
Before elections, Back Your Party rallies
., ·:· : Bm o.r;mpartlsa'illriWE P'lll5t be, we t~Mg- are held. Bunting and posters hung. Politi•
n!z~ that: to be ab effectiye clffzen,; the-·~~- dans frotn .bolb national parties are invited to
vadual must beco~t~e a pob!lcat partasan. An<f speak. A ~halogue develops.
it means being more activ" than just showing
Thousands of WE people participate. It
up at the polls. So we do our best to cncour-· stirs up their political juices. Helps make
age our 170,000 people to express their them better informed, ergo: better citizens.
political leaning~- in whatever direction. .
As a national c;ompany, in the Dell System
We do it by sponsoring a "Democracy in to make ever-better communications equip-Action" progrartt that takes no sides, but ment, we believe such basic communications
expforcs all angles. WE pcople-whitecollar, are vital. It's also fun!
bnie· collar- leA~~ f~.. tong befo.(e. electionS'.
courses arc giveti· at WE .t~cations. Back·
r-A.~
ground l!Ubjecfs include auch S'oe. aud. Ec»,.. , ~ MAHllfll:IU&SUI'PLYUNIJOfTHEBEUSVSTEt.t
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DID YOU MISS THESE
NEWSWEEK STORIES???
BRITAIN'S WITH-IT SOCIETY Are
they "switched·on" or just "a
coffin of tarted-up people''? THE
DRAFT, 1966. Who's going, what
they face, how they feel about it.
LSD AND THE MIND DRUGS. Atrip .
with the .acid heads and an appraisal of the perils. POP ... IT'S
WHAT'S HAPPENING. "The great·
est pop·art object in the world is
the planet Eatth." WHAT ROLE
FOR THE EDUCATED WOMAN? "Sex
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5J weeks for oa)J $4.50
prejudice is the only prejudice
now considered socially acceptable." THE LimE MAGAZINES Of
THE NEW LEFT. Youth, militancy
energy and naivete provide the
bounce: ~LACK P~WER. How deep
the spht 10 the ctvll rights movement? AUTO RACING. The Year of
the Ford, VIETNAM. The polls and
the war. SCIENCE. Shattering the
antimatter mirror.
On and on it goes, week after
~eek-page after page of reward·
!ng reading like this. Start enjoy·
. mg 1! now.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Newsweek, 6SA21
1
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Murray tells
. •
story of the :ou the InSide
about Am ·
eattes. and all
eflcan s' ·
deejays, how t~ngg'entg·g~oups,
•
rn.o the
music business
an~ how to cop;
With Your Parents. There's a
special Superman comic
~o?k insert in
liVIng color
And never.'
. before-pub.
llshed Photos.
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am " member of the facullf, I wlll take advantllae of raur
special educator's rate: 3 rears ta·r $14. Same refund 1uarantee.

1
1

City
I

1 tl
I

111 East Third street,

1
I
me in the know for the ne~t I
52 weeks for $4.50 with the I
understanding that you I
guarantee full satisfaction 1
or a prompt refund on any
unfulfifled portion of my 1
I
~ubscription after three .
Issues.
1
n.ls offero.l Newsstand
I

~ia~~nN!~:::~~~eep

- 1::s5t~an
$~~~~'o
9¢ a copy . -40¢ a copy

I

I

:
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I BRING THIS COUPON TO THE BOOKSTORE FOR SPECIAl CAMPUS RATE
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AGREES WITH DENNISON
THE CHALLENGE issued by Associated Students President Dan Dennison to Student Senate Wednesday should
be redirected to the student body as a whole for their consideration. Dennison challenged Student Senate to become
aware of social issues and to express their opinions on important issues.
He said he thought that "too often this social concern
is polarized at the fringe groups or so-called reactionaries."
Calling for a program to stimulate the student's intellectual response to help him reach a decision on important issues, Dennison warned that students are not taking.stands
on the important local, state, and national issues.
WE AGREE with Dennison. We especially agree with his
statement that students are not considered citizens by peo-·

.

~

p Ie outside of. the University. We think this is the student's fault.
·
It is both interesting and alarming to observe the differing status the American student has been assigned and that
.
status which his foreign contemporaries have taken for
themselves and' which they now enjoy.
~~"In our- coun{!'y the student has no histbty of intimat'e involvement as a social, political, and ·economic force of
society. Some students picket, some students hold soul sessions, and some students embark into the stormy seas of
· 1 f
d
b
•
•
soCia. re orm an comme~t, ut Denmson IS right in saying
that this has polarized at the fringe groups.
Studen1:s•as a whole- do not have an image of concern.
They do not express themselves on anything, whether re-

,-iJ._.. ·

actionary or radical.
image they do have is shoddy. The American public
'lriews the st&"dent as something between a draft dodger and
.
"irsex maniac and with that sort of iinage it is no wonder
·~ '" ,. that people off campus don't think of students as being citizens.
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·THE LOBO is delighted to see that someone in student
government realizes there is more to the student experience
than football games, parking" problem~, and' coffee refills.
While Student Senate has mainly ""concerned itself with
giving the Associated Students a respectable bfckl{>g~ of
laws, it has virtually ignored the total student ~aim.
It is time to revitalize the old image of the• college student

(Letters should be typed doublt•
spaced, 250 words or less. All let·
tcrs .must be signed with name,
address, and ))hone number. Letters which do not include the
signer's address and telephone
number will not be printed.)
QUES.TIONS POSTER POLICY
Dear Sir:
Question: Is it better to have
the poster displays, kiosks, empty
except for thumbtacks because
the Union did not stamp approval
on the posters and mimeos; or to
have them colorfully display unappi·oved but nevertheless useful
and informative materials?
Secondly: Is it the duty of the
students to get informative posters approved by the Union, or
the Union's duty to see that
posters which would have been
approved anyway are not torn off?
Let's have a change of policy?
J ardy S. Jones
FORMER EDITOR SUPPORTS
LOBO'S RIGHTS
Dear
Sir: read with interest that
I have
the LOBO is under a middling
amount of pressure from sources
disagreeing with the paper's position on the
Viet Nam
war-som~
persons
apparently
alleging
that
the editor of the LOBO has no
right to express such positions.
As one who edited the LOBO
under a hail of flack from all
sides, I am incredulous that socalled liberals would attemtp to
refute the paper's l'ight to express an opinion, through its
elected editor, on the issues of
the day; no matter what that
opinion:;;;might
'~·- carries
The flag of be.
the LOBO
the slogan "Our Sixty-Seventh
Year of Editorial Freedom." I
originated that motto during my
tenure as editor, and as long as
I live and work in New Mexico I
hope to see it stay there.
.If I were running the paper today,. its editorials would doubtless
have a different ring. But that is
not to say that I will not defend
the principle that the editori',of
the paper must be free to make
up his own mind, express his
opinion and defend it. The paper
is still free to expressions of any
kind within the laws of libel, and
it strikes me that nowhere on
earth are letters to 'th'e editor
beter read.
The LOBO is one of the best-

~~~M-~~=n~::t~s~~~~~n 5~~:

dents know of and envy its tradition of editorial freetlom. May it
remain that way a~ng as UNM
continues to exist.
'
in the country. He needs to find a greater role,.to play be- •
MarkrAcuff
sides being a PLAYBOY ad or a bearded beatnik.
WRITE-IN CAMPAIGN
-Jim Jansson
ANNOUNCED
Dear Sir:
On Oct. 28 a movement was announced to enter the name of
Robert Kennedy, a consistent adSeven new faculty members Wayne C. Eubank is chairman o:f vocate of human rights, as a
write-in candidate in the Walkerhave joined the department of the department.
Davidson race for U. S. RepreThe
seven
new
faculty
members
speech at UNM this year, doubare Timothy Alan Browning, an sentative. Although ineligible for
ling the number of faculty mem- instructor; Judith W. Carey, an this office, Mr. Kennedy's name
bers. In addition to the 14 faculty assistant professor; John D. Gibb, will serve as a protest vote primmembers, there are four graduate an assistant professor; James D. arily against Rep. Walker who
assistants also teaching in the de- Hughey, an assistant professor; repudiated an important section
Arlee Wayne Johnson, an instruc- of the Democratic State Platform
partment.
The department of speech offers tor and assistant director of in his vote against the 1966 Civil
classes in three broad segments: forensics; Lloyd Lamb, an as- Rights Bill. Secretary of State
speech correction and audiology sistant professor; and Marilyn Alberta Miller has stated that all
problems, radio and television, J. Van Graber, an assistant pro· votes will be tallied.
As o:f this writing, the mechan•
and speech as communication. Dr. fessor.

...

____

Speech Department Faculty Is_ Enlarged

ics of cxerc1smg the Wl'ite-in
have been somewhat unclear.
Al.ltually a very simple procedure
exists; however, it is important
that steps be executed in this
sequence:
1. Select candidates in the
usual manner for all desired of,
flees.
2. Position the levers of both
wt•ite-in
position
candidates
(Walker and Davidson) up so
that the X beside each of their
names is covered.
3. Then raise and hold slide
numbet• 3 near the top of the
machine and write in Robert Kennedy using a pen or the indelible
pencil provided on the left side
of the voting machine.
4. Finally, move the red lever
completely to the left. This records your vote and cleat·s the
machine.
That's all there is to it.
Richat·d B. Reinman
SUPPORTS LENK CIUTICISM
Dear Mr. Jansson,
I hope you'll heed lettet·-writer
Frances Lenk in your Oct. 26 issue, who supported your Viet

Nam stand but thinks you give
too much space to off-beat causes.
An informed public needs to
know the different sides of cru·
cial issues, but to give fair coverage doesn't mean that you should
bend over so far backwards that,
like James Thurber's bear, you
might as well have fallen on your
face. No one ever becomes a good
editor, nor a good anything, by
trying to please everyone.
Why does J. Q. Public think
of college students as kooks, cardburners and cowards intent only
on their own self-interest? Because these few make so much
noise that, bingo, they sound like
a majority! Maybe these few
have more time for letter-writing
and demonstrations.
Just because these few predominate in your mail box, just
because a few decide to make exhibitionists of themselves, does
this make news ? This is yoU1'
decision; let no one usurp it. I
hope you'll give more coverage
to campus citizens who arc on
their way to being important
some day, the hard way.
Name Withheld by
Request

.

~

By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Francisco Chronicle

•
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The qucstiu)l 'Of coffee refills
in the tfnton wilJ be ~~.wed -at ·
a special meeting iif=•thii Union
Board next Tuesday in Room 243'
of the Union at 3 p.m,
Board chairman Tom Griffin
called the meeting to give interested people a chance to make
suggestions. Said Griffin, "In
thinking about "this question, two ·
fundamental points come to mY.
mind: The importance of coffee to
campus life and the degree of
dissatisfaction with the existing
policy; and alternative programs
and their financial and operational
implications.''
Outlines l'rogram's llistory
Griffin also outlined the history
of the coffee refill program on
the UNM campus. In October,
1964, a motion to reduce the price
of coffee to 5 cents a cup w~ defeated because of an estimated
•·revenue drop of $20,000. The following month the Board voted to
inaugurate a refill program. After
a month the cost of the program
was calculated at $20 to ~25
daily.
In February, 1965, it was repol'ted that the retail cost of coffee and the cost of labor to date
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October Procedure
For G.l. 8.111 Ex.plal·ned
If you are attending school on
the· G.t Bill, the Veterans Administration "guarantees your
money back-in return ~or attendance cards1 that,js." In order to
receive'" payjnents from October
on, veterans must mail certifications of their attendance during
the previous month to the VA.
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of TUCSON, ARIZONA
DRIVER 19-year-old RAY MAUREL STRIP RECORD HOLDER 203.68 M.P.H.
ON DISPLAY AT GALLES-GROESBEECK CHEVROLET CO. SHOWROOM SATURDAY NOV. 5th
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"HOT 'n HABIT FORMING"

·FRANK'S
DRIVE-IN
(Lomas at Wdshingfon)

$230°0 IN CASH AWARDS FOR ELIMINATORS"·
Gatet Open ......... 8 AM
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By Dan O'Neill
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had 'lleen $2500. It was. mentioned
tha.t\i,.a,buse of the ~ogram had -':'
become common.
Discontinued in 1965
The program was discontinued
through the summer of 1965 by
action of the Union Board. A
motion to resume the program
during all hours of Snack Bar
operation through the fall and
-:spring ·semesters of 1965-66 was
passed.
The program was again discontinued at the beginning of
last summer, and in spite of con$idetable campus protest it has
not b£en reinstated.
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Moral: Better dead right than dead wrong. But not much.

Odd
Bodkins

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
350 I Lomas N E

The College Inn will provide free shuttle bus service for all
UNM students to and from the game this Saturday. Buses
will leave The College Inn, 303 Ash N.E., at 12 noon and
12:30, and will stop at Hokona and Coronado halls before
going to University Stadium. Buses will be waiting after
the game to take you back, with stops at The College Inn
and Hokona and Coronado halls, Why fight traffic? Come
to the game with The College Inn.

ITZHAK PERLMAN, 21-year-old virtuoso violinist from Israel, will appear as guest soloist with
the UNM Symphony in the Concert Hall at 8:15 tonight. Among the numbers he will perform with
the Symphony is Tchaikpvsky's "Violin Concerto in D Major." J>erlman, crippled from the waist down
since the age of four, has been hailed by many critics as one of the most promising and talented young
violinists in the world.
·
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Come in and select your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding <;1lbums.
Personal allentlon given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cards In this area.

FREE RIDES TO THE HOMECOMING GAME
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XMAS CARDS

Sponsored by The Lutheran
Student Association of Arnerica

T-Bird Is Due Nov. 10
Bo.ard
to
D.iscuss
.
CO'ffe~. ·oueStions ..

• * •
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Alumni Memorial Chapel, 10:30 a.m.

.The Day the Gooclguys
Were Deacl Right

The Terribly Badguys stamped their feet in rage and said, "We're
going to breed our own Psnxtls and when we do, we're going to turn
them loose to eat up everybody in your stuffy pld club!"
Some members. were afraid. But the Goo1fguys said,· 'Hmmmph!
Psnxtl breeding is a !'arc art form. Don't worry, it will be 20 years
before such backward people as the Terribly Badguys can breed a
Psnxtl."
Everyone felt much better and the Goodguys and the Badguys sat
around the Club admiring each other's Psnxtls, chatting about the
moop and decrying .the ~erribly Bad guys.
::- In five ye~rs, the \terribly Badguy.,'l proudly show,cd off their first
Psnxtl.
1\lore members were afraid. But the Goodguys said, "Hmmmph! It's
only a crude little J>snxtl. Besides, they don't have any way to send it
anywhere. What good's a J>snxtl you'Ye got to keep at home? Don't
worry, it will be ten years before surh a backward people can perfect
a delivery system.'' And everybody felt much better.
The following year, the Terribly Badguys triumphantly showed off
their delivery system, complete with Psnxtl.
Just about every member was afraid. But the Goodguys said,
"Hmmmph! It's only a cheap, local delivery system, barely good for
sending a Psnxtl next door. Are you going to let those Terribly Bad·
guy force their way into our Club? Don't worry, it will be five years
before they can put together n long-rlistunce delivery system and send
Psnxtls all the way across the Beautiful Green Valley to eat everybody up.''
So everybody felt much better.
Moreover, this time, lo and behold, the Goodguys' prediction pl'ovcd
absolutely right. Almost any moment.

Listen to KUNM

SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP
SERVICES

®lHR fQ!li\N ll®JJ1.E

Once upon a time in the Beautiful Green Valley where the wildflo{vers grew, an 'ii~;gumcnt develofled over who ~'fioul<i" be allowea. in
·
The Club.
There \vere lots of members. But The Club was really run by the
Goodguys, who believed in Wonderfulism, and the Badguys, who believed in Awfulism. That's because they were the only members who
bred Psnxgls-those voracious monsters with gobbly jaws imd
poisonous breaths rightly feared by one and all.
Indeed, they were s~--htening,.that even the Goo.dguys and Badkuys· wouldn't take th . snxtls out for \valks, for fe'll't their breath
would· poison the air, or tlfey .would get loose and eat evet·ybody up.
So the Beautiful Green Valley dwelt in peace, the wildflowers -tlou'f..
ished and all were happy.
All, that is, except for the Terribly Badguys, who believed in the
Awfullest Awfulism. They werE! sp awfu1"the Goodguys refused to
nod when they passed on .the street. And even the Badguys would
say only snide and na!J!y things to them. Which was safe, for ~he
Terribly Badguys did~ have a single Psnxtl to their name.

Smokey's Friends
Don't Play
With Matches

UNM alumni will be special
guests at the first Student Govemment reception planned for
Nov. 5. Scheduled for the Esther
Thompson Lounge in the Union,
it will begin following the football game between Colorado
State and the Lobos.
Roberta Thomas, homecoming
alumni coordinator, is in charge
of the reception, assisted by
Cindy McDonell, Kathy McCormick and Linda Ayres, all of Albuquerque, and Lee Phillips, Harl'isonburg, Va.
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Reception Honor•s
University Alum•s
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Published Mo!'dar. Wednesday, Thursday_and Friday of the regular University year by the
Student Pubhcu.tJons DoJlrd of the Assqctnted Studen,ts of th~ University of New Mcxic«>.
~econd class pos~sc, pa1d at Albuquerque, New .Mexico, Printed by the Unive~·sity P:J;".int ..

mg P~an_t. SubscrJptLon rate: $4,5.0 for the: school yeal'. payable ip advance. All editorials
and s1gne? c~lumns express the vJew~ of the writer &nd not necessarily those of the Stu ..
dent Pubhcahons Board Ql' of the Un~vcrsity.
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Ph. 255·4248

Time Trial• .......... 9 AM·

Eliminations ......... 1 PM

Drit;efour Mila South On Broadway, turn East on Los·Picaros Rd. and •••
"FOLLOW THE SIGHS"

ALBUQUERQUE DRAGWAY
N.H.R.A. SANCTIONED
NO ROSIN ALLOWED
ND ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES PERMITTED
ALL CARS WILL RETURN ON RETURN ROAD UNLES$ OTHERWISE ARRANGED
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Capitol Report

Amendment: Would Allow
Bet:t:er Financial Planning
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Read-In lor Peace
To Be romorrow
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Academy Award Winner Shelley Winters
Makes Films Her Daughter Can't See

'l'HREE MEMBERS of the UNM debate squad displa~ trophies
won by the group at a tournament sponsored by St. Reg1s. College
in Denver. They are (from left): Penni Adrian, Nick No~d1gn, and
Larry Hodgin. Among the trl)phies the team captured m Denver
was the Regis Sweepstakes-A ward for the best team performance
in the meet.
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New Parking Spaces
Opened Near lomas

New Professors
Are Multilingual

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

By MARK ACUFF
man, a11d Norman Mailer were tegrated" higher educatio11al sysA few New Mexico candidate::; among thosa who took part. .
tems, where ''feeder" junio!-' colhave taken recent potshots at schools have had · to come to leges and small local schools £eed
Ame11dment 1 on the Nov, 8·gen- . the· legislllt~re. e~;~ch: Sllllsion. to . into the m,in ..state unlversi~)'.
era! election ballot, asserting that Plead ·to~ d.m~~s ltas preve11~ed Suclt talk is apparently taboQ· in
By CHIP TOLBERT
it amounts to a blank check to tbe .. the tnsbtpt~t.mr; ,".(,rorp pfanntng ,. .N.~~.• ·~exieo ·d1.1e .to ·t.~e.. political ..
state!s universities to spend tax " ahead to .1Jll)e,t' pi:'edictett•·fllr~ll- dini~t ·¢·.'d<'W11gradl~g ~~1 ''Of:
ESQUIRE'S' fASHION £DlTOR
monq willy-nilly without super- menta as the state ~owe,,,· . .
··the t~iuaJl ~chools. · · ;.- ·· ·· ..; , ··' · :
vision.
'
·
It is obviously more ecohoml~al · .. Qut New 'Mexl~ is. ~·:poor .
This is partly the case. But the and less wasteful· of
dollars state ·with limite<1 t'esource$.' To· ·
. BEGIN WIJII.'8LOCKBUST£RS! Bold, multicl'itics might take aJJother-and when. a!Jch institutions 41ft able to use these resources to 'maximum
color blends. characterize the .sport jacket I!Cene .
~~ · .fore
looger.....:Jook at the measure. be- .budget several years ~bealt; t~lan· advantage, we may have to eontbey ~:ondemt) it.
!Jing to .meet need a. Mth a ~n~wn
.
this seasQn. Look for a whol~ new range of col~
.
sidu consolid~tion and ftntra~iza·' ·
Essentially what Amendment . a~ount of funds. •
ors.: ruddy browns, crisp golds, light and lus!i 1 fs all about is •n ~deav(lr to · ·f.-eai~tl!l8••~ Plea-4 , tion of educational reao~Jrces.
trous 'or deep and mossy greens, blues. and.
allow New Mexico'a institutions . .lt has lleen tile •.-bit pf the ·· · · : ,: ..
blue-green-and-black
combinations (Black
,.
(If bigller Jeaming to plan ahead University president.& {n 't~e' ;118Bt
.
.
.'
'
.....,""""~ !r;l~SI>ru.ce), plus reds, rusts, pumpkin casts, and
:;:.. on the basis of known financial to approach the legn~ture ,WI)'
,, .
.. ... '
resourua.
two yean with a lenent tl1ee for
every conceivabJe heather blend. The multlcolor
disaster relief. In this fashion ·
eoncept •• boldly reinforced in beefy new pat·
· Past Hl.tory "Ha}»hazard''
the schools have uapatiJ' trot wJaat
·
teni idea$: •trong, giant J)laids, bold ebevrons,
The J)ast 1llstory of plannmg they wanted, depending on .tlle~f
•t New Mexico univeraities and fectiveneq of their Job'bying
big ch~s; 1l8· well as diago~al weaves and her· cotleges flaa been a 11istory of technique. But by the Yery nature.
ringbones: Lofty, dense-looking; tweeds create
haphazard guesswork, unftonomic of the manner in which thJI fUJJda
an almost
effect, and you can suit
.eonstruc:tton, ·and ~atcb-as-cakh· . have bean obtaineil, Wto ()ne-!e&st ·
yourself to your personal styling preference:
an financing.
of an the Jegisl11$11re-bas llad
In other words, the fact that the much ()f a picture of. w)lat was
either ttte Natural Shoulder jacket or the torgoing on.
·
ward trend toward the Shaped Look. .
Amendment No. 1 on this fall's
ballot is designed. to return fil1anc'
ing of higher education to a degree of sanity into the state con1
CORDUROY IS as y~u can .get this year in thick wide wales in
stitution: what would be administrative decisions in other states
stadium
coats, western-style outer jack~ts, suits and even blazers.
A "read-i11 for peace" will be require constitutional amel1dThe
sky's
the limit for color sel~tions In these new Chunky Cords.
held in the Geology Lecture Hall ments in New Mexico.
from 3 to 6 p.m. on Saturday.
The perennially popular natural tans and medium:to-dark brown
Authorizes Bond Issue
Sponsored by the Philosophy
shades top the list. Newer casts include dark shades of red, burIn essence, the amendment
· A professor
Club, the read-in · will include
gundy, pale blue, mossy greens, and Black Spruce. Whatever the
authorizes
the
issuance
of
$42.5
readings, poetry recital, speeches,
dusical Greek
color, the cords are thick ... some with as few as three ribs to the
and a showing of the award-win- million in bonds, spread over the
years
until
1975.
That
is,
if
the
Kept
searehlag
f~r
inch.
ning documentary film, "Time of
amendment is passed, the schools
eltjeds ~~Dip!.
the Locust."
will know what amounts will be
The program features Robert available when, and can plan their
'lbey caused 111111 to llllcter
Sward, Bill Harris, Larry Good- construction programs through
Except
Colt Malt Utplorell, Anne Kirschner, Gail Schmidt, 1975 on the basis of a fixed
So 1te sat down 8lld
"THE POOR BOY" comes to campus this year
Jerry White, J'oyce Emert, and . amount of money.
Victor Emert.
Ills
critiqaet
in
rich-looking, luxurious sweaters. The "Poor
The proposal also oft'ers a aav·
Robert Sward, currently hold- ing to the taxpayers other than
Boy Look" is a misnomer, garnered, paradoxiing the D. H. Lawrence Fellow- efficient Jong-~ange planning. All
cally enough, from the distaff fashion scene. We
ship at UNM, will read a new the bonds would be paid otr five
prefer
to call them Huskies-which they very
poem. Sward has also received a years after their issuance (with·
definitely
are. Hefty, thicker-looking multiplegrant from the National Institute out new taxes), resulting in a
of Arts and Letters for 1966. He substantial savings of interest
knits charactel'ize these bulky Huskies. Thick
has published three books: "Uncle payments.
cable-stitch applications on the side or sleeves,
Dog," "Kissing the Dancer," and
If passed, the amendment will
down the front, or in allover paterna are com"The 1000-Year Old Fiancee.
put New Mexico on the map as
mon.
Turtleneck and "mock" turtles (high crew
A read-in is comparable to a
one state which -cares .about the
necks) vie with the more traditional pullovers
teach-in . demonstration for a future of education tor her youth.
cause. The nation's first read-in
and
cardigans, classic crew necks and V-neck
More Must Be Doae
was held in New York last Februstyles. Dominant color casts? Take your pick:
But there is much more to bl.'
ary. Robert Lowell, Lillian Hell- done in regard to higher eduea·
blue, dark red and burgundy, rust, gold, bronzy
tion in.New Mexieo. For instance,
browns, pumpkin shades,-or the campus stand·
ia
it wise to support the plethora
•Hamlet' Tonight
bys-Navy,
.-ray,
brown
and charcoal ca~ts·.
·
of local "universities" that the
· "Hamlet,'' starring · Laurence state has evolved! We .have 4ive
Olivier and .Jean Simmons wilt be so-called universities while Arishown tonight in the Union zona, with twice the population,
Theatre at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Tick- has three.
ets are sold at the door and the
TH£ C.P.O.'S ARE BACK! Last season's smash gets a new lease on
The most progressive states
<'> SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
public is invited.
·
campus
life this fall. Bold, block checks and multi-colored plaids will
seem to be moving toward "inTHE NATIONAL BREWING CO., SALT., MD.
be plentiful in these popular Top Shirts. Solid colors range from
bright, fire-engine red and gold tones to the more subdued greens,
blues, rusts and browns. Leather makes the C.P.O. scene, too. Look
for beige suede with brass buttons, as well as other "leather looks"
from smooth cabretta types to grained surfaces. Stl·aight bottoms
replace the shirt-tail look. Various models may or may not feature
epaulets and buttoned sleeve tabs; some include bold plaid or pile
fabric linings.
"My poor daughter Tory," Shelley Winters complained recently to an interviewer. "She never gets to see any of my pict~res. She:s not allowed to. How can I possibly get her to believe
I m a movie star."
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The four new faculty members
in the UNM department of government this year have several
things in common, including a
command of many languages.
The four are Martin C. Need·
ler, Mark Neuweld, Lawrence
Littwin, and Harold V. Rhodes.
Littwin and Dr. Rhodes are
both fluent in Spanish and
French; Dr. Needler speaks Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italia~,
and German; Dr. Neuweld IS
fluent in Russian, German, Polish,
French, and Ukrainian. All four
men have Ph.D. degrees, or soon
will.
Prof, Littwin is an assistant
professor who comes to UNM
from Fordham University. His
special interests include international relations and Latin American politics. Dr. Rhodes, fo1·merly on the faculty of Wake Forest
College, is a specialist in. A~er
ican political thought, mst~tu
tions, politips, and publi.c poltcy.
Dr. Need.J~rl an assoCJate ~r~
fessor and'· director of the division of Inter-American Affairs, is
a specialist in Latin American
affairs. He fi:ll'!nerly t~ght at
the University of .Michi ·an. Dr.
N euweld, an associate P. ofessor,
has recently been a lecturer at
the University of California. His
primary interests a1·e ~n comparative governm~nt WI.th emphasis on the Sov1et Umon and
Communist countries.

l-louse Decorations Route
To Be Lined by Luminarias
Some 3 500 Juminarias willligllt
the way 'for UNM alumni when
they return to the campus for
.
homecoming this week~_nd.
.• . . Alpl}a );~hi,. Omega, tP,Q;· service

-Dr. Stone Will Speak
At Sigma Xi' ·Dinner
The fall dinner meeting of
UNM's chapter of the Society of
the Sigma Xi will be held at the
Downtowner Motor Inn restaurant on Tuesday, Nov. 8 at 6:30
p.m •
Dr. Robert s. Stone, chairman
of the department of path?l?gY
at the UNM school of med1cmc,
will speak o11 "The Soteriology
of the Sotweed."
Dinner reservations should be
made today by calling the geology
or chemistry departmen~s. Met!l·
bel'S a1;e encouraged to brmg thell'
wives.

fraternity on campus, will line a
university house decoration ro':te
with the traditional New Mex1eo
night lights.
The tour, begining at G p.m.
''Friday "st.irts on Girard NE, just
east of Coronado Residence Hall.
It turns onto Redondo Driv~, goes
west to Zimmerman Librat·y,
swings in front of this building,
then back to Rbma NE, down
Roma to University, north on
University to Las Lomas, east on
Las Lomas to Yale, nort~ on
Yale to Sigma Chi, west on S1gm~
Chi to University, north on Umversity to Mesa Vista, east on
Mesa Vista to Yale, then north
on Yale to Lomas NE, ending the
tour.
The story book decoration
theme, as announced by J crry

Roehl student chah-man, includes
such 1~otifs as Snow White, Three
Pigs, Little R~d Riding Hood and
Rumplestiltskm.
For the first time in many
years, a • parade iB-. planned. It
will begin at 10 a.m. Satut·da~ at
Richmond and Central, turn . mto
Central and continue to Umversity, turning north and ending at
Lomas N.E.
There will bean Alumni Student Government reception immediately after the game in the
Esther Thompson Lounge in the
Union.

Dr. Joseph Zavidil, UNM En~
lish professor since 1961, Is
the choice pf ~as Campana$,
honorary for junior women, for
November's "Professor of the
Month.'' Last spring, he and
Claude-Marie Book shared bon•
. ors as outstanding teachers of
the year.

..

A new parking lot on campul>
between Lomas and Campus Blvd.
is now open.
The paved, lighted lot contains
a total of 636 spaces-506 in the
main Jot and 130 in a smailer adjunct close to the Computer Center.
The new lot was completed in
conjunction with the paving of a
segment of the UNM loop road
which joins Campus Blvd. to Redondo Dr.
The new lot provides simi.larity
in access to the heart of the campus with the parking area ar01,md
Johnson Gym, It is 700 yards from
the east entrance to the 'new
Library add.ition.

..

~~

Listen to KUNM

Jeeturn t"o (jod
...

WEEK OF SPIRITUAL· EMPHASIS

.·;.

7:15 P.M.- November 6-13, 1966
Dr. Angel Martinez of Fort Smith, Arkansas, will be guest
minister. Both eloquent and entertaining, his messages nppeal
to all age groups.
Frank Boggs of Atlanta, Georgia, will present sacred music.
He has been a featured soloist on both sides of the Atlantic on
radio and television, and for many national and international
gatherings.

..

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
CENTRAL AND BROADWAY, N.E.
AMPLE FREE PARKING-SUPERVISED FREE NURSERY

,,, Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

What's

Showing?

Th~ Winters' sta!ement may be a trifle exaggerated, but it's
a vahd one. Shelley s been starred in a succession of adult fea·
tures, hardly calculated to inspire a ~.:i··.ve.ar-oJn
. Shelley's slightly censorable credits include "Lolita," "The Chapman
Report," "The Balcony" and "A
House Is Not A Home.''
And now, her latest is "Alfie,"
Paramount's adult sex comedy which
won the Special Jury Award at the
Cannes Film Festival.
·"They may cast me as an older
sex symbol, but I don't really put
my heart in it. During my love
scenes with Michael Caine, all I
could think of was how lean and
bony he was. I could have do11e with
a softer• affair.
Paramount's "Alfie" was produced and directed by Lewis GiJ.
bert in Technicolor .and Techni.
scope. It stars Michael Caine, with.
Shelley Wintl)rs, Millicent Martin,
Julia Foster, Shirley Anne Field,
Jane Asher, Eleanor Bron, Vivien
Merchant, Graham Stark, Denholm
Elliott and Alfie Bass.
INEPT ONLY SOMETIMES-Michael Caine and Shelley Winters
miss the couch ln 011e of the more ribald scenes In the earthy
L------------------------------drama, 44 Aifr~~-·---·------------------------~------~

-·

'

BURLY WEAVE sport shirts feature a variety of heftier textures
with definite surface interest, bolder, brighter colors, and stronger .
patterns. Pumpkin, used as an.allovet• color or strong accent will be
strong. Also in the lineup: hot colors-fireman reds, lustrous golds,
deep yellows -as well as a full range of burgundies, dark greens and
bronzy casts-will be much in evidence on campus this fall.

•4

~:

•'
'

matic campus fashion innovation this season is
the new look in bold, colorful plaids and checks
in sport slacks. The fabrics are loftier, the colors brighter than ever before, and the styling
tends to follow the tl·end toward the lean look
with a shorter rise and lower-cut waistband.
However, regular-l'ise, belt-loop styles will also
be abundantly available for die-hard traditionalists. Whether cuffed or cuffless, Glad Plaids
often reveal the influence of Western-type styling in details.
® Copydgobt, l96G, ESQUIRE, ln,c.

..,

When You ~ Keep Alert
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When you can't alford to be drowsy,
Inattentive, or anything less than alf
there. , , here's how to slat on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
~
and non-habit-forming.
~-~

Alertness capsules
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BRING ON THE GLAD PLAIDS! The most d1•a-
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Homecoming a "Must Win"

Lobos Pu I I Out Stops for Ra ms Game

By JE])'F DENNAim
The UNM Lobos will be using
all the tricks in the bag this Saturday as they try to kick the
losing habit in the Homecoming
game against Colorado State
Rams.
There is no doubt that a win
is a must for the Wolfpack who
are Pl'esently in the midst of their
longest losing streak since Bill
Weeks took over the reins as
head coach in 1960.
If the streak is to be broken,
curing the impotency of the offense will be the first task. The

Lobo ball moving unit has scored
only 31 points in their last five
contests, The offense has been
able to move the ball around midfield, but they have trouble when
they get inside the opponents'
twenty yard line.
·
Have New Blood
New blood inserted into the
lineup in the last two games has
produced some pleasant surprises, but not quite enough to
surp1·ise the other team. The
Lobos Ios.t what looked like a
good break-away threat when Ace
Hendrick was injured at Utah

during his first offensive showing of the season, Ron Romans
has been another bright spot . in
the hum-drum offense. He made
his debut l\gainst Wyoming and
has now secured a starting role,
Doug Hendrick to Play
Quarterback Rick Beitler may
find himself sharing the role of
signal-caller this week as Doug
Hendrick is slated to see more
action, Hendrick has always
played in the shadow of a bigger
name, but in the last two years
has often come through when
called upon. He engineered the
only sustained drive against the
Utes last week and showed the
leadership needed to guide the
team.
The offensive line which resembled
a sieve at the start of
EDITOR .JEFF DENNARD
the losing streak has improved
somewhat in the games against
BYU and Utah. However on crucial plays blocking assignments
are still missed and, quarterbacks
are dumped.
Defense Lagging
Defensively the Lobos are in
need of team play. The panic button has been pushed every time
something goes wrong-usually
when the opposition pours it on.
The defensive line has not shown
By JEFF DENNARD
21, The University of Prague on the great rush they are capable
The UNM basketball team, Jan. 9, and the Japanese Olympic of since the Utah State game at
which bas been practicing since Team on Feb. 6.
the opening of the season.
Oct. 15, is looking like the team
Man-for-man the UNM defensLuckey Soccer Team
the coaches say it will be. The
ive line is as tough as any in the
Lobos have last season's duo of
The word from the UNM soc- conference and probably as tough
Mel Daniels and Bill Morgan cer team is that they were lucky as any the Lobes have faced. But
working up front with transfer
while the Wolfpack's opponents
Ron Sanford and sophomore to get away with their 4-2 vic- have given the Lobos fits with
Howie Grimes also seeing action tory over New Mexico State last their pass rush, the Lobos' front
weekend. It seems that the op- five seldom get to the opposition's
at the posts positions.
position
had numerous opportuni- quarterback. With the material
Working at the guard positions
ties
to
score
but couldn't get the they have in the line the Lobes
(we have two this year) are Ron
ball
in
the
goal.
Nelson, a transfer from NMMI,
certainly should not be yielding
Frank Judge, from Cameron JC,
rushing yardage in the manner
TW Coach Moans
Coach Don Haskins of the that they have.
NCAA Champion Texas Western
Line Backers Could Blitz
basketball team is afraid of a
The defensive backs, linebackslow start by his team. "We'll ers included, are young and have
probably be so fat headed and not played together before, but
lazy we won't; be able to play a
here again the material is good.
lick," Haskins said. "You can The speed .is better than average
bet we better be ready to play or and all of the young men playing
our ears will be torn off by the back there are bitters. The line·
Don Hoover, Ben Monroe, Ray guys we'll face this season." Only
backing crew is tough, but seldom
Dupree, and Steve Shropshire.
two of the last year's first seven are they given the go-ahead to
Monroe, Shropshire and Judge players are missing from the use pro tactics against pro-type
are all seeing double duty as they squad. The Miners should again offenses. The true blitz or red
be one of the toughest outfits in dog has never been seen at UNM.
are working at the forward posi- the Southwest.
If the weapon was used the men
tions as well as ta guard.
playing the position would cerBohl Carries on Tradition
Lobo Football Opponents
New Mexico state is returning tainly get the job done.
Many of the Lobes' opponents to its old form this season. For a
Reason for Slump
in football this year are being four-year period the Aggies
The reason usually given for
considered for bowl games. Head- could boast having the leading the Lobo's slump is that this is a
ing the list is Wyoming which rusher in the nation. During the young team. While this may be
has a 6-1 record. BYU is 5-1 and seasons 1959, '60, '61, and '62 partially true, all of the men on
Utah has a 4-1 mark. Texas State had individual rushing the team have certainly played
Western has a four-game winning champions in the persons of football before and lack of exstreak going after losing its Pervis Atkins, Bob Gaiters, and perience is not too valid an exfirst two games. The Miners face Jim (Preacher) Pilot. The Ag- cuse. A more likely reason is that
th ebiggest test of their season gies are now boasting a new the players have not played tothis week when they meat BYU. leader in Jim Bohl, who is cur- gether before and therefore need
Colorado State has come on rently leading national statistics to get to know each other. After
strong in their last three games in rushing with 970 yards.
seven weeks it would seem that
and they now stand at 4-2.
there has been ample time.
The University of Notre Dame
International. Competithm
has
six sophomores in starting
The BYU basketball team has
slots and two of those men, Terry
added some international flavor
to their basketball schedule for
the upcoming season. The Cougars
will play home games against
the Australian All-Stars on Dec.

SPORTS PAGE

Hannratty and Jim Seymore, have
been instrumental in leading the
Irish to the top of the college.
football polls. The University of
Tennessee doesn't have a senior
in their starting backfield and has
seven sophomores starting. They
stand ninth in the national polls,
Sophs Paced BYU
Last year's conference champions BYU won their first title
with a team dominated by juniors
and sophomores. This year's team
has seniors in the majority of
positions, but transfers have made
the Cougars the tough team they
have been for the last two years.
IJ;' the Lobos solve their prob-

T-Bird Is Due Nov. 10

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 65e-4 times, ll!.OO. lasertfollll
muat be aubmltted by lloon 011 day before
pubUcatlon to Room 169, Student PubllcatloM Bulldlna, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER. oales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on aU machla ...
Free pickup lo delivery. E & E Tnewrlter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.
FOR SALE
1164 YAMAHA, so c.c. Lik" new. 1196,
With helmet, Contact Joha Lewis at the
Law Sehool or at 206% Madioon NE.
10/26, U/2,~3·~'·:.._,..--~---WIDTE dinner .iaeket by ''Alter Six",
exei!llent eondltlon, hardly wora, very '
reasonable, olze 44. Clarkson, 865-7123,
1.- Lttnas.
11(3, 4, 7, 9.
STUDENT .must oell 1961 Ford Cmtom.
Firat tiOO ..,h tak.. it.. CaD 242·3146.
' ll/8, 4, 7, D.
LOST A FOUND
· MINK . alDie laet In New liezfeo Union
Snack Bar October 27. Rewud for retum. Call 111-5481, 10/11, 11(2, 8,4.

·.>~'

Special
friday & Saturday

(regular price 25c)

Prescriptions Filled
free Glasses Adjustment
Repair Service
Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescriptions

As a public service to readers, the LOBO lists the
following major candidates and the offices they seek:

PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

CASEY OPTICAL

Next to Yo~r Dr~g Slore
4312 Lomos NE
255-6329

Governor

Lieutenant Governor

Fabian Chavez, Jr. -Democrat
E. Lee Francis - Republican

which to choose

Attorney General

c~~BUFFET

Boston E. Witt- Democrat
John D. Donnell- Republican

· ·

UNM Student Special
All You Can Eat $1.00

·. Secretary ol State

Ernestine D. Evans- Democrat
Louise Bundy- Republic~n

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00P.M.

Uniterl States Senator

'

.

t ....

':

Clinton P. Anderson- Democrat
Anderson Carter:--- Repu~Jican

No.~28

.·

United States Representative

POSITION 1
Thomas G. Morris- Democrat
Shuble C. Cook- Republican
POSI'l'ION 2
E. S. Johnny Walker- Democrat
Robert C. Davidson- Republican

so can you

Sunport Picketing
Remains Uncertain

He

enting The

Song for prite

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It 1 s all in
good, clean fun. And speaking or good, clean things,
what about the taste or Sprite? ~ good. ~
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea or jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling "
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd bette;
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

SPRITE. SQ TART AND

TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEf IT Otru;L

~ngineers Win Prizes;

Even though it was another
losing weekend for the Lobos,
Homecoming festivities provided
victories for others. The Homecoming Committee announced the
winners of the Queen election and
of Friday nights' annual house
decorations tour, and the Homecominr.:~parade entries.
Caro1 Roth, 19-year- old junior
majoring in elementary educa~~on, was elected Homecomi~
Queen by an overwhelming majority. The blue-eyed blonde
amassed over 58 percent of the
vote. Elected to the court were
Cissy King and Leslie Auld.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
won the sweepstakes prize with
a display entitled "Jack and the
Bean Stalk;' Sigma Chi fraternity won the men's first place
with "Happiness is a Leg of
Ram", and Chi Omega Sorority
won first place in the women's
division with "The Old Lady in
the Shoe".
l'hi Delts Take Sec:ond
Second place in the men's division went to Phi Delta Theta
fraternity for "The 3 Little Pigs''
and second place in the women's
division went to Phi Beta Phi for
"Land of Storybook Dreams."
First place in the coed division
went to Air Force ROTC and
Angel Flight for the "Pied Piper"
and second place went to the
Newman Center for "Billy Goat
Gruff.''
The house decorations tour
route began on Campus St. north
of Alvarado Residence Hall, then
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, Ill. proceeded up Roma in front of
(CPS) - At the University of Santa Clara, Santa Ana, and
Illinois, bureaucracy bas met its Hokona women's residences. Cars
downfall in the bathroom.
were then directed behind the
Angry coeds successfully .haras- new addition of the UNM Lised the administration last week, brary, which was fully lighted,
demanding the abolition of toilet to provide visitors with a view of
paper roller rod notches, which the new building and the recent
prevent tearing off more than two improvements of the Union mall.
sheets at a time.
Barriers Removed
Women's dormitories echoed
Barriers
north of the Union
with the. cries "longer white tape,
were
removed
to allow cars to
no red tape," as the battle promove
south
of
the
library to Yale.
gressed. Ad hoc committee chairA
route
change
from previous
man Phyllis Levun explained that
years
forced
the
Kappa Ka:ppa
the students were resorting to
propaganda tactics because the Gamma sorority, Alpha Delta Pi
regular channels were clogged sorority, and the Baptist Student·
Union to be left off the route.
with red tape.
The Homecoming parade which
The University responded imwas
instituted this year provided
mediately. Not only have the of·
these
organizations and other stufensive notches been put out of
commission in the women's dorms, dent organizations who did not
but they have been rendered in- have a house on campus to partieffectual in buildings all over the cipate in the festivities.
The parade held on Saturday
campus.
morning
followed a route from
The conflict may reappear on
other fronts, however. ''We view Richmond and Central down Centh ecurrent toilet paper contro- tral to University, The parade
versy as just one example of the th(m went north to Lomas.
University's impersonal attitude
Civil Engineers Win
towards its students," Miss Levun
Winners in the parade float
said as she walked toward a water
cooler.
competition were the UNM: Civil

Coeds Win Fight,
Hove More Poper

.•.

Albuquerque Chief of Poli(".e, also contained a clause allowing
Paul Shaver, said that the Sun- stricter measures to be taken in
port is definitely a municipal air- case the safety of the public or
port, but there is a separate en- public buildings is threatened.
forcement department controlling The area marked off for picketing
at the Sunport. Abrams said that is "near the end of the boule-;
Shaver told the group they did vard," he said.
not need a permit to picket at
Cannot Prevent Picketing
.
the Sunport anq this was . the
Paul Phillips, an Albuquerquei
cause of the confusion.
attorney an.d chairman of the New;
Police May Be Called
Mexico affiliate of the American;
A Sunport official,· Clyde Sbar- . Civil Liberties Union, told the~
rer, told the LOBO that there .are I.OBO concerning the Humphrey,
no restrictions on picketing at · picketing incident that ''barring at
the airport other .than the a)!sign- threat to the security of the per-.r
ment of a certain area·. to the son, I don't see how they ean have!
pickets. Sharrer said that . the the right to prevent picketing at/
officers during the Humphrey Aviation Department is the en- the airport. Of course when the
visit ·last month brought .about forcement agency at tbe airport, Secret Service is involved, t~e~, .
mucb · · eonfusion concerning ·the and they can call in the regular must cboo.se among the partii:J.-; ·
rights of the Sunport officials .to . City Police whenever they think pants of a protest de,uonstration
prevent . picketing. A'b;rams :l!~ia· it is necessary.
addlllt that tbe in case trouble is anticipated!
that they were shown a piece of ordinance concerning picketing . when taking preventative actiOn.".
paper stating the Sunport ·juris- ~==~~~~~~~~-------~----·------·
diction is separate from the city
of Albuquerque.
Sunport Said Private
"The impression I got was that
the Sunport is somehow a private
corporation, and all restrictions
are under the discretion of the
airport manager," Abrams added.

Carol Roth Elected Queen
Pikes,

I

The controversy over picketing at the Albuquerque
Sunport was neither intensified nor resolved this weekend due to the failure of
President Johnson to arrive
at the Sunport on his
planned · campaign visit ·to
. Albuquerque.
Sanford Abrams, member
of the Citizens Acting . for
Peace, said . that · the cOnfrontation with enforcement

T. E. Lusk- Democrat
David F. Cargo- Republican

Thi$ Sundav:
Four Entrees from

or

1916 Central SE
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NEED GLASSES?

Stu"" registers early...

.,

Vol. 70

!ems it will not be the result of
sophomores aging, but rather it
will be a result of bet.ter coaching
than has been evident during the
slump.

Roar, sort,. drink, roar I
You're the loudest sort drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar, sort drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
any drink
That we would rather sit withl
Or (if we reel like loitering)
to bang out in the Strit with!
Or
through English lit' with!
Roar!
drink! Roar!
SPRITE I

Hot Dog
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Transfers Boost
Hoop Title Hopes
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Some people c;onstantly criticize the LOBO for reporting incorreet atories. We wonder how
much they could get right with
only one ear•

Engineers with a float entitled
'St. George and the Dragon".
Second place went to the Little
Sisters of Minerva, with "Peanuts", and third place went to
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
with "The Boy Who Cried Wolf.''
Paulette Key, Homecoming :parade chairman, said that she was
very pleased with the response
from
student
organizations.
There were nine floats in the
Parade and a total of 29 entrieg,
"The response was good considering that this was the first year
we have had a parade" she said.

Coffee Refills
Re-Approached
By TOM GARCIA
A resolution to student Senate

asking the Union Board to rein-

state the free coffee refill policy

and if necessary increase the
price of food in the Desert Room
to make up for any losses, has
been submitted by· senators Steven
van Dresser and Baker Morrow.
Van Dresser and Morrow said
that the Desert Room, which is
.
frequented by alumni, busmessmen, and faculty members, has
relatively inexpensive meals. A
typical meal includes: filet mignon, caesar salad, oil and vinegar
dressing, french fried potatoes,
hot rolls, and beverage with a pot
of coffee served on every table
f or $1.60 .
Union Is "For Students"
The Senators said that the
Union is designed to be an enter-

--------------------~------------

Spoke Last Night

prise for the benefit of the students, and that more students
drink coffee than eat steaks. "I
think it is ·absurd that the students are paying the highest co£..,.
fee prices in town wl1ile the faculty gets cheap prices in the
Desert Room," said van Dresser.
He feels that if prices were raised
in the Desert Room it would offset any losses incurred in giving
free coffee refills in the Snack
Bar.
Van Dresser and Morrow said
that the price of coffee in the
Union Cafeteria is genera1ly more
expensive than the current offcampus price.
Resolution Is "New Idea"
Van Dresser said that his and
Morrow's action is not just an
introduction of an old bill, but
rather a new idea. "This bill is
only an idea to help the students
get free coffee refills," said Van
Dresser. "We recognize that tho;.
Union has to make a profit but
maybe the profit could be from
somewhere else, such as the Desert Room." He said that the last
bill had failed because the need
for money was clearly shown.
An open hearing of the Union
Board to discuss this new resolution and the current coffee situation will be held Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the Union.

Bulletin
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
New Mexico Congressional delegate announced this morning tltat
the National Science Foundation
will give a $16,000 grant to UNI\1
for the lattices of a 24 month
topologies program.
--·

Viet Nam Film
A documentary film on Viet
Nam Today, narrated by president Lyndon B. Johnson, will be
shown tonight at 8 p.m., in the
Union Theater. The film, entitled
''Time of the Locust,'' is being
presented by UNM Students
Against the Viet Nam War.
There will be no admission charge.
MR. VALERY TARSIS IS SHOWN here discussing life in Russia
and some of its funnier aspects with Richard Butt, student president of the Newman Forum before his speech last night. He
spoke about "Ferment in Russia" to students and interested
parties at the Union. (Lobo Photo by Pawley.)

ACOHR Meeting
Action Committee on Human
Rights will meet tonight at 201
Princeton SE at 7:30 p.m.

'.

